Help build a prioritized list of National Occupational Standards (NOS) for Business Technology Management (BTM) occupations

CIPS

Are you a Human Resources (HR) person or an "in the trenches" ICT professional at the B or C managerial level, who has technical knowledge and understanding of Business Technology Management (BTM) related occupations under your jurisdiction or perhaps you know an individual within your company who fits this profile? The BTM area includes occupations such as business analysis, project management, change management, consulting, entrepreneurship, and IT management.

Help CIPS support professionalism and ethics in I.T.

Indiegogo

In the wake of HeartBleed and the numerous recent privacy breaches that have created growing concerns, the need for professionalism and ethics in IT has never been higher. We live in a highly connected world where technology has become the central nervous system of our modern society. Technology has changed our world for the better, but technology also has fantastic potential for misuse as far too regularly witnessed.

A tool for Canadian SME's in their battle to improve cyber-security

IT World Canada

Taken all together, it would seem that in Canada, almost all medium and many small enterprises use the internet and so are vulnerable to security threats. The breakdown of respondents in the ICSPA report makes it clear Canadian SME's are being hit by cyber-crime events and other security breaches.
How to secure your organization’s mobile devices
Cisco

Today, cybercriminals and Canadian business leaders share a common challenge: both are trying to figure out how best to leverage Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) and mobility trends to further their operations. In fact, IDC Canada recently released a report on Canadian mobile habits that revealed Canadians urgently need help to secure their devices.
David Blei is a Professor of Statistics and Computer Science at Columbia University. His research is in statistical machine learning, involving probabilistic topic models, Bayesian nonparametric methods, and approximate posterior inference. He works on a variety of applications including text, images, music, social networks, user behavior, and scientific data.

3rd Annual Mobile Enterprise Canada Summit
CIPS
CIPS is proud to partner with the 3rd Annual Mobile Enterprise Strategies Summit, scheduled on 1st and 2nd October this year in Toronto, ON. Through this partnership, we bring you this exclusive opportunity for you to benefit from 20 per cent discount* on your participation investment.

National Privacy & Data Governance Congress: Early Bird Registration expires Aug. 15th!
CIPS
As you can see from the PACC website at http://pacc­ccap.ca/congress/. PACC already has an amazing line-up of speakers that will provide Congress delegates a novel learning experience that's long overdue. The format of all plenary, workshop and breakout sessions will be longer than you're used to. And presentations will be shorter — so that there will be plenty of time for delegates to pose questions, get answers, and engage in meaningful conversations with presenters, colleagues, and decision makers from across Canada.

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

- Featured I.T. Jobs (5) (CIPS)
- Featured I.T. Jobs (8) (CIPS)
- Featured I.T. Jobs (4) (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

10 things developers should know about customer experience
IT World Canada
I regularly moderate round tables on topics of interest to CIO's. These are closed-door sessions and participants are screened to allow us to have a frank, peer to peer discussion about critical topics. The sessions are sponsored, but the rules are clear — sponsors are expected to send a real expert in the topic and no sales pitches are allowed.

Featured Whitepaper: 'The Evolution of the Enterprise... And Enterprise Security'
CIPS via IT World Canada
Today's enterprise is evolving, embracing new Internet-based applications, cloud services and mobile device. This whitepaper explores these and other trends, as well as how to address these challenges. Click here to register and download "The Evolution of the Enterprise... And Enterprise Security" today.

CIPS National Corporate Partners
The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for
their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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